School Council meeting 13/03/2018 – 2.30pm

Present – Staff- Miss Appleton, Mrs Tolley,
Students- Sean P, Danyal, Sean Pr, Matthew, Courtney W, Zafran, Adam, Hamza, Callum

Purpose of meeting
To decide what activities they might like to do during the end of term disco
Following last week’s meeting each class was asked to think about activities that they could
participate in during the disco on the last day of term. Courtney stated that as it was a disco they
could play “dancing statues” to which Sean Pr added that musical chairs was also an idea. Zafran said
that he would like a parachute as you can put balls on it and play games. School council members
were told that there would be an Easter/spring theme, Adam thought that students could make
Easter hats, Sean P said that there could be a competition for the best hat. When asked if we could
make musical statues themed Courtney thought that we could pose as rabbits or chicks, Sean Pr said
that we could be lambs or eggs as to be an egg we just needed to “curl up in a ball”.
Callum arrived a little late to the meeting, he had brought with him a list from his class, one of the
items on it was Easter films. I explained that not everyone enjoyed a disco as it may be too loud for
them so a film would be another option for students to attend during the last day of term. Members
were asked if they could think of any Easter themed films, we struggled with themed films so it was
then asked what films students would like to watch. Sean P suggested Yogi Bear whilst Zafran said
Ted 2, I had to explain that Ted 2 wasn’t appropriate as there was some bad language in it. Sean Pr
stated that Yogi Bear also had swearing in it, Adam said that he had seen Yogi at the cinema but had
to “come out, it was too scary” we dismissed Yogi Bear as an option and members were asked for
other suggestions.
Zafran suggested Jack Frost to which Courtney interjected stating that it was a Christmas film so we
didn’t want to watch that one either. We did have some suggestions that members agreed were a
good idea;






Sean P – The Muppets (the first film)
Matthew – Dreamworks Turbo
Danyal – Cats and Dogs
Adam – Toy Story
Sean Pr – High School Musical

So lots of suggestions for staff to look into for the last day of term!
Meeting closed 2.47pm

